Company Profile

Our People
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Tim Epp
CEO, Founder

Byron Irwin
National Sales Manager

Tim has been part of Ecodrum™ from the very beginning, originally
acting in the role of co-founder, and stepping up to company owner and
CEO shortly afterwards.

Byron has been working in the agricultural industry for over two
decades. In that time, he has worked in a variety of roles and
capacities, ranging from General Manager to Director of Sales.

Holding a Masters of Business Administration from the University of
Manitoba, Tim has always held an interest for disruptive technologies.
When the opportunity arose to create a company that would offer a
revolutionary product that simultaneously made farmers lives easier,
Tim took the risk and dove in. Now, over a decade later, Ecodrum™has
grown into a wildly successful brand recognized both nationally and
internationally.

He started as the Sales Manager for Ecodrum™ nearly fourteen years
ago, and has spent his tenure growing the brand into the nationally
recognized institution it is today.
Byron believes that education is one of the core principles of
Ecodrum™, and has received Compost Certification from the University
of California. He also ensures that the entire sales team that works with
him are similarily certified, in order to offer the best service possible.

Abe Klassen
Head of Production

Brian Wilcox
Lead Engineer

Abe started with Ecodrum™ over a decade ago, and his handiwork and
expertise can be seen in almost every composter we have shipped.

Brian is a highly trained and experienced engineer, having spent over
two decades working in the field of engineering, specializing in machine
design, thermodynamics, and product safety.

Prior to joining the Ecodrum™ family, Abe honed his skills at several
service and manufacturing positions, working with heavy machinery
and agricultural equipment. After coming on board, he quickly rose to a
management position, assuming the role of the Head of Production.
Abe continues to work hard, striving to put the best product possible
in the hands of our customers, and ensuring that every Ecodrum™
manufactured will stand the test of time.

He has put his expertise to work in the latest Series 700 Ecodrum™
Composters, improving and refining the design to ensure that it fully
fits our customers’ needs. Everything from the door’s new easy-to-open
locking mechanism, to the patented PLC programming are thanks to his
ingenuity.
Brian looks forward to continuing his work helping Ecodrum™ innovate
and grow, striving to develop other ergonomic and effective designs.
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What We Do
A.

B.

C.

A. The mold of an Ecodrum™, about to enter our Rotoline oven
B. One of our welders at work on the steel frame of an Ecodrum™
C. Ecodrum™ service vehicles can be seen across the country
D. Our state-of-the-art production facility, located in Ozark, Arkansas.
This plant can produce an entire Ecodrum™ every eight hour shift.
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D.
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Our Product
A.

B.

C.
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D.

E.

F.

A. The drive-end of one of our Series 700 Ecodrum™
In-vessel Composters
B. Our patented Ecodrum™ PLC control, with
customizable grow-out management
C. The Series 700 Ecodrum™ features a strut-assisted
door for easy loading
D. Material moves through the drum rapidly, fully
breaking down material in as little as two weeks
E. Temperature probes are positioned throughout the
drum to monitor compost processes
F. The Series 700 Ecodrum™ In-vessel Composters
feature a specialized easy-to-open locking lever
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What It Takes
A.

B.

C.

A. We reccomend using standard pine wood shavings as bulking material
B.It is important that the drum rests on a level cement pad for the units longevity
C. The Ecodrum operates via a single 220v plug
D. A shelter should be construced for the composter to protect it from weather
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D.
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What It Makes
A.

B.

C.
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D.

E.

F.

A. Compost exiting an Ecodrum™ loaded with over
700lbs of broiler chicken mortality per day
B.Compost composed of broiler chicken mortality, mixed
with peanut hulls
C. A fine-grain compost product created by mixing broiler
chicken mortaliy with sawdust bulking material
D. Compost pile on location at the University of Arkansas
Broiler Research Farm
E. Compost product composed of finisher hog mortality
and wood shaving bulking material
F. Tom turkey mortality after being processed through
the Ecodrum™ for only two weeks
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Reasons to Smile

Inexpensive Ingredients

Easy to Operate

Unlike costly incinterators, simple pine shavings (along
with your mortality) are the only ingredient needed to
produce compost in the Ecodrum™.

With the Ecodrum™, operation is a breeze.

Easy to find and inexpensive to buy, pine shavings are
the best carbon source for consistent, quality product.
Other bulking materials can also be substituted at the
users discretion, allowing you.to.create a recipe that
works for you and your operation.
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Simply input your grow-out cycle, and the Ecodrum™
will automatically adjust it’s rotations and air
circulation to match your needs through our patented
PLC technology.
Want to fine tune your cycles?
The composter’s easy to use digital screen allows you
to customize your operation to fit your needs, whatever
those may be.

Save on Electricty

Low-Maintenance

The Ecodrum™ is big on power, but light on
electricity.

With little in the way of moving parts or electronic
components, the Ecodrum™ keeps your maintenace
costs low, while keeping your satisfaction high.

With just a single 1 HP motor used in drum rotation,
you save big when compared to the electrical cost of
expensive freezer storage.
Looking to reduce your costs even further?
Ask your Ecodrum™ representative about our solar
power option, and cut the cord altogether!

Missed tune-ups a concern?
When maintenance time does come around, you won’t
have to remember what needs to be done. Our special
patented PLC has pre-set timers on all maintenance
tasks, and will alert you as to what needs to be done
and when.
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Smiling Faces
A.

B.

C.
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D.
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For more information, please call:
US Sales Manager
Byron Irwin

(479)213-1571
byron@ecodrumcomposter.com
Canadian Sales Manager
Matthew Epp

(431)998-3243
matt@ecodrumcomposter.com

/ecodrumcomposter

Alabama
(256)397-2764

Delaware/Maryland

(302)632-4760

USA
(479)343-2540
Canada
(204)746-6401
Israel
972 50-540-4202
email:info@ecodrumcomposter.com

Please see ecodrumcomposter.com for more information

